We’re Gathered Here Today...
Amended Scraps Level Design Document

Level Information
Visual theme:
We imagine our level existing in the Pacific Northwestern area of the United States. Since famine wiped out most of
civilization, the world isn’t ravaged by disasters but rather neglected and overgrown. The mission takes place, specifically, in a
small town outside of the Bastion. Since the town has been abandoned, very few light sources will be provided outside of
fires and moonlight.
Scrapping Goal:
The scrapper has been hired by an anonymous Bast to retrieve a family heirloom from a mausoleum located at the far edge
of a small town. The nature of this heirloom has not been disclosed. The Bast sent another scrapper prior to hiring the player,
but the previously hired scrapper has gone missing.
Backstory:
Due to overpopulation and a vast decline in resources, the world was struck with a civilization ending famine. In fear, the rich
and powerful hoarded what they could. Eventually, they used their resources to build self-sustaining facilities called Bastions.
Meanwhile, outside of these Bastions, society collapsed. People turned to violence, killing each other over mere scraps of
food. Militias were formed to help quell the violence. From these militias, small governed societies formed. In order to
survive, the members of these societies turned to scrapping to gather necessary resources. Once the Basts, heard that people
were going out into the world, they saw an opportunity. Now, the only hope the lower caste has of getting into a Bastion is
scrapping valuable items for the already wealthy Basts. Scrappers turned into mercenaries, no longer serving the community,
but rather their own personal interests.

Map:

Level Visual Inspiration
Area 4:

Asset Usage List
Area 4:
 Bookshelf prefab
 Several crate prefabs
 Several types of rock prefabs
 Forklift prefab
 Palette prefab
 Palette jack prefab
 Picnic table prefab
 Barrel prefabs
 Bust male prefab
 Broken rebar prefabs
 Police car prefab
 Truck prefab
 Utility shack prefab
 Cash prefab
 Soda can prefab
 Gas can prefab
 Debris
 Dead Fred
 Stone wall prefab
 Chain link fence prefab
 Twinkles prefab
 Painting prefab
 Hedges prefab
 Scaffold prefab
 Podium prefab
 Portapotty prefab
 Chair prefab
 Trashcan prefab
 Health box prefab
 Dumpster prefab
 Cement pipe prefab
 Utility sink prefab
 Fridge prefab

Area Details:
Area 4:
Team member: Paul Korolenko / PKorolenko@gmail.com
Primary Mechanic: Physics Puzzle
Player Goal: After climbing out of the catacombs that the park was built upon, the scrapper is across the street from the
mausoleum. The player must collect any items that may be useful to the mission and solve physics puzzles to reach the street
across the park
Area Mechanic Details: The player will be able to use the Gravnull to interact with various sculptures and crates in order to
manipulate the environment to both progress and collect items.
Featured Asset: The featured asset is a large sculpture in the center of the park that has been destroyed, but serves as a
bridge across an otherwise impassable obstacle. It is featured because of its size, aesthetic value and necessity to the player.
Area Flow: The player will need to navigate a small maze in the outdoor storage area to gain access to the warehouse. In the
warehouse, the player will have to solve physics puzzles in order to get out to the park. The park is a fairly linear path with a
few tangential paths that reward the player with collectables. Additionally there are physics objects the player can
manipulate using the Gravnull. Along the outside path the player will encounter sculptures, a rest area turned campground, a
rock tunnel, an armored car crash and a toppled sculpture that spans an obstacle.
Setup Details:
 Players will have to navigate a maze; however missteps will be rewarded with collectables. Some of the collectables
are on top of some crates that the player will have to jump onto to retrieve.
 In the maze the player will have to crouch under crates to progress.
 The player will have to use the Gravnull to move a crate on a palette jack out of the way to access the door to the
warehouse.
 In the warehouse, the player will have to move boxes to make a path.
 A collectable can be seen behind some crates. To retrieve this collectable, the player must break the crates by
knocking out the support on a shelf. When the shelf is broken, a sculpture will roll off the top shelf, breaking the
crates.
 A switch to unlock the bay door is on the wall, hidden behind some junk on a shelf. Using the Gravnull, the player can
clear the junk and reach the switch.
 Outside, the player encounters an armored car crash scene. The player must navigate around fire and debris to get a
cash pickup and another collectable.
 By the utility shed, players can clear a pile of debris to find a pickup.
 Along the path, players can find sculptures that can be played with using the Gravnull.
 Behind the third sculpture, the player can find a collectable.
 In the rest area, players can tip the porta-potties. This interaction will be important later in the area.
 In the rest area, the player can use the Gravnull to knock over a few barrels to reveal a health pickup.
 After passing through the rock tunnel, the player comes to the broken featured sculpture. If the player looks off to
the corner, a collectable can be found.
 The player must carefully cross the featured sculpture to avoid harm.
 After crossing the sculpture the player comes across a concession booth with a porta-potty next to it. The player can
tip the porta-potty onto the side of the concession booth. Then, walk up the porta-potty to reach a cash pickup
located on top of the concession booth.

Wish List:
I would like the player to be able push over the featured sculpture to form a bridge but this may be out of scope.
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